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Details of the membership of the Working Group

• Working Group Chair
  – Mr Phil Sorrell, Trading Standards, MBIE, NZ
  – Nominations open

• Membership
  – Confirm economies involved
Key activities of 2017/18

• Training Course on Prepackaged Goods
  – Nanning, China (April 2018)

• AQS Reference Test Spreadsheet
  – OIML endorsed

• Prepackaged goods survey
  – Sent out by APLMF Secretariat
Key activities of 2017/18
Key activities of 2017/18
Future focus – Recommendations

• General
  – Engagement from members

• Quantity Mark
  – Recognised and accepted by all economies

• Legislative amendments
  – Include updates to OIML Recommendations
Future focus – emerging issues

• Assessment & Calculation Tool for AQS
  – Advanced version of AQS Reference Test Spreadsheet
Thank you for your attention

Any questions?
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